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ABSTRACT 
 
Recognizing the current and future requirements of extending Telemetry, TT&C, Earth 
Resources operations into the C-Band (4400-5200 MHZ) arena, Orbit Communication 
Systems and Orbit Communication Ltd. are currently designing and testing a Tri-Band 
auto-tracking / receive / transmit feed technology combining dual polarization with 
multiple frequency band coverage (L/S/C) into a single feed that can be fitted onto new 
or existing antenna systems. This technology reduces footprint and minimizes life cycle 
cost, both of which are important considerations for both our commercial and military 
customers. This technology has been applied to a number of systems, including 
flyaway, fixed (or teleport) and shipboard, and is readily applicable to ground and mobile 
applications. The multiband feed design consists of coaxial, concentric waveguide 
cavities operating in TE11 and TE21 modes (Patent Pending).  
 
The large outermost cavities of the feed operate in the L/S frequency band while the 
innermost cavities operate at C-Band. The antenna is fed with orthogonally polarized 
inputs/outputs enabling polarization diversity in all bands. The coaxial cavity feed is 
ideal for this application because the feed produces high-efficiency, near-optimum 
illumination patterns and coincident phase centers in all three bands simultaneously. 
Because it is a waveguide design, the input power levels used in Telemetry and 
Satellite systems do not present breakdown problems. This type of feed has proved to 
be an ideal multiband illuminator for parabolic reflectors, and therefore could be used in 
many military and commercial applications that require multiband operation.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Current Telemetry Test Range (TTR) and most TT&C (Telemetry, Tracking and Control) 
antenna systems operate in only one or two frequency bands at a time. Most systems 
provide the capability of operation in the main frequency bands (L, S) and more recently 
C. These systems require the one or two feed assemblies, components and system 
electronics to operate in the different bands. TTR’s are now being required to use C-
band due to WRC (World Radiocommunications Conference) [6] selling off the existing 
L & S-bands. Eventually these will disappear completely for TTR and TT&C uses, as 
well as commercial. Tri-band operation with two feeds and a dichroic sub-reflector [7] so 
far have met with limited success. TT&C and Earth Resource systems such as 
LANDSAT, etc. with separate S and X-band operation utilize a dichroic sub-reflector to 
allow both feeds to operate in the same reflector to minimize the cost of two separate 
systems at a cost to SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and G/t (Gain vs. Temperature).  
 
There has not been an overwhelming need until now to utilize systems that use all three 
bands for TTR nor have there been attempts to remove the dichroic sub-reflector for 
multiband use. Typical operations called for a single or dual frequency band to be 
utilized at any given time. Simultaneous multiband operation has not been a 
requirement until now. Coupled with this new development is the growing need for more 
and more data rate bandwidth. In the 1950’s, Telemetry was limited to around 128 kbps. 
Today the envelope is pushing 20 Mbps for TTR and over 1500 Mbps for TT&C.  With 
the upcoming decisions being proposed at the WRC2012, as well as the new CTEIP / 
iNet TTR (Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program) / (integrated Network 
Enhanced Telemetry) requirements for two-way interoperability from vehicle to ground, 
the need for an antenna to operate, transmit, receive and auto track simultaneously in L, 
S and C-Band is necessary from both an operational standpoint and a cost standpoint. 
Initial requirements call for transmit and receive functions in L-Band while 
simultaneously receiving L, S, and C-Band downlinks. Future requirements will expand 
to include transmit and receive capabilities in both L and C-band or S and C-Band. This 
paper describes the technology, and testing of an antenna feed that provides 
simultaneous operation in all three (L, S, C) Bands. 
 
 

MULTI-BAND FEED 
 
Basically, the feed design consists of a formation of coaxial concentric waveguide 
cavities operating in both the TE11 or SUM mode and TE21 DIFFERENCE modes. Sum 
and Difference are used for auto tracking purposes using Single-Channel Monopulse, 
Three-Channel Monopulse, and E-Scan tracking. It is also possible using a quadrature 
varactor to obtain a true circular scanning function similar to Conical Scanning 
(ConScan) feeds employed today. By switching or phase-shifting the Difference channel 
and coupling it to the Sum channel you derive Amplitude Modulation (AM) used to 
define direction and magnitude to move the feed and system to maintain track on a 
target.   
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These modes, normally used in circular waveguide feed design, are also amenable for 
use in coaxial waveguide. The frequency of operation of this mode, in coaxial 
waveguide, is dependent on the dimensions of the inner and outer radius of the 
waveguide cavities, the cutoff wavelength being roughly equal to the mean 
circumference of the inner and outer cylinders. The larger outermost cavity of the feed 
operates at low L-Band while the innermost cavity operates at C-Band. There are (4) 
concentric cavities: (3) cavities are fed with orthogonal probes to permit polarization 
diversity in each band, and the center cavity is fed with orthogonal waveguide to permit 
polarization diversity in C-band. 
 
As shown in Figure 1 below, electric fields are set up by the eight difference probes – 
the green produced by probes 1, 3, 5 and 7 and the red produced by probes 2, 4, 6 and 
8. The resultant pattern is symmetrical about the waveguide axis and is everywhere 
circularly polarized. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – TE21 Mode Propagation 
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The coaxial cavity feed is ideal for this application because the feed produces high 
efficiency, near optimum illumination patterns and coincident phase centers in all bands. 
Also, because it is a waveguide design, input power levels used in TTR and TT&C 
systems present no breakdown problems. Based on experience with this type of 
antenna, the feed has proven to be an ideal multi-band illuminator for parabolic 
reflectors and therefore could be used in many applications, civilian as well as military, 
which require multi-band operation.  
 
The design of the cavities at L & S bands  involved analysis and simulation using two 
Microwave Simulation Suites (AnSys® HFSS™ and CST®) and then running the 
Primary patterns in the old Ohio State Code or NECREF™ to achieve secondary 
patterns. After extensive simulation, it was determined that the best approach involved a 
stair-step configuration due to high VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio) occurring 
while fitting both continuous L & S band operation in one or two cavities.  
 
The first approach yielded good patterns, but very high VSWR in the TE11 SUM 
channels for L & S band. It was the intent from the start to have lower or equal to VSWR 
of 2.0:1 for Transmit requirements and also minimize loss for good G/t measurements. 
C-band was well below 1.5:1 VSWR in both the SUM and DIFFERENCE TE21 cavities. 
So, another approach was taken. Instead, the largest cavity was used only for the lower 
L-Band (1435 to 1540 MHz) DIFFERENCE mode. One set of 90 degree and 180 
degree couplers and phase shifters defines and extracts the TE21 mode.  
 
Because TTR’s use L & S-Band simultaneously through one pair of RF cables, we have 
to combine the lower L-band with the upper L and S-bands. This is accomplished 
through the use of a diplexing pass band filter. It is advantageous to filter and combine 
prior to amplification through a Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA) to establish the G/t of the 
system. The Difference channel VSWR for L & S-band was still high, but because it is 
coupled at a level at least -6 dB below the Sum channel it is not considered a problem. 
See Figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2 – Tri-Band Feed SUM / DELTA Diagram 
 
The design of the feed involved the simulation of its primary and secondary patterns. 
The pattern simulations showed that the feed produced good symmetrical patterns and 
the pattern beam widths were very similar in all three bands. This result is significant 
because the same reflector would be illuminated similarly in L, S, and C bands, a highly 
desirable outcome. 
 
 

REFLECTOR ANALYSIS 
 
The secondary pattern analysis proceeded using a symmetrical parabolic antenna. This 
antenna system provided the best results of the antenna geometries that were analyzed 
prior to this point. The secondary patterns for this antenna were calculated for this 
geometry using the primary patterns of the feed. The antenna consists of a 3.0 meter 
antenna. The secondary patterns were calculated using a feed blockage of 8.5 inches 
located at the focal point. Three struts were included as part of the analysis. The 
secondary patterns showed good efficiency and sidelobe characteristics. The symmetric 
geometry eliminated the cross-polarization problems of the offset configuration. Patterns 
were calculated for this antenna geometry and data that was measured on a prototype 
antenna using this configuration are shown below. The antenna is being built and tested 
to confirm the accuracy of the calculated results. The simulations proved that the phase 
centers of all three bands are coincident. The coincident phase centers are necessary 
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to allow operation of the antenna in multiple bands simultaneously. The feed is capable 
of being focused in all three bands without having to readjust the feed positioning. 
 
 

ANTENNA RANGE TESTS 
 
This antenna is only in the initial stages of prototype at the time of this writing. The 
prototype feed aperture was used to measure the expected secondary patterns in a 3.0-
Meter antenna system. The plots below show the results of the measurements in L and 
S band. Figures 3-5 show the patterns from the feed. As can be seen from the figures 
below, the patterns show a very good symmetry between the E and H plane patterns. 
 
Each figure contains:  
 
----  Red line - SUM pattern  
 
----  Green line - Difference pattern  
 
----  Black line - Right tracking lobe  
 
----  Blue line - Left tracking lobe  
 

 
 

Figure 3 – L-Band Secondary COMPOSITE Measured Pattern 
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Figure 4 – Low S-Band Secondary COMPOSITE Measured Pattern 

 

 

 
Figure 5 – High S-Band Secondary COMPOSITE Measured Pattern 
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EXTENSION TO HIGHER BANDS 
 
The nature of the feed design lends itself to being expandable to more frequency 
ranges. The C, X, Ku and Ka-Bands are currently being used for both commercial and 
military and rely on receive, transmit and auto track. Many antenna feeds in these 
higher bands are already produced and patented for the TE11 modes of operation. 
However, they lack the additional TE11 modes that this design addresses. The feed 
design allows a straightforward expansion into these bands should the requirement 
arise to have a multi-band tracking antenna system. The addition or extension of X, Ku 
or Ka-band requires only the cavities and RF circuits to be modified. This extension 
would then make the feed desirable for a host of commercial and military applications 
once completed. It must be pointed out, however, that at frequencies above C-band the 
surface tolerance of an antenna becomes critical, and with a similar size of a reflector 
needed for C-Band the surface tolerance and positioner pointing accuracies needed for 
X, Ku and Ka-Band would be difficult to achieve and would require a complete and 
thorough re-examination. 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
The feed design described in this paper provides a state-of–the-art solution to the 
problem of operating simultaneously in multiple Telemetry and Satellite communication 
frequency bands. With the emerging satellites such as those required for Earth imaging 
resource mapping, commercial space launch, weather, Internet as well as military 
satellites and Telemetry ground stations the requirements to be able to operate 
simultaneously in multiple bands will demand the utilization of this technology. The feed 
described in this paper supplies the technology to meet the requirements for a high 
reliability, low risk, and multi-band feed system. 
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